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Introduction 
Shanghai is divided into two by Huangpu River.  The two parts contrast with distinct difference as the old and the new.  Pudong 
has become such a warm bed for investment.  It is a district envisioned for the future.  Due to the lack of activities and life style, 
many residents, especially the young, travel to Puxi for work, entertainment, shopping, and socializing.  Pudong is becoming 
solely a living machine alongside the showcase of skyscrapers. 
 
Blend 01_Old and New: Learning from Puxi 
Students are expected to ask a series of questions to address their intention to improve the activities in Pudong, in particular the 
paradox between investment and local community, the public realm and the commercial return, the economic growth and the 
environmental preserve.  Students are then tasked to learn from the existing part, Puxi, and pick up what can balance Pudong to 
any extent.  Sensitivity and rigor analysis on both city parts are required to determine a suitable use of the site. 
 
Blend 02_Massing:  Connectivity and Permeability 
Connected to Lu Jia Zui, the icon of Shanghai, Shi Ji Da Dao has become a busy ‘river’ cutting Pudong into halves.  It’s difficult to 
access from one side to the other.  One of the challenges of the site composed by two parts is the connectivity within the site 
itself, as well as the permeability to the active streets around the site.  A super blended urban prototype will be created to 
improve the connectivity and permeability to trigger more urban activities on the site. 
 
Blend 03_Organization: Iteration, Recursion & Differentiation 
The design methodology this unit will evaluate is sampling an architectural element from an existing typology available in Puxi 
and evolving into new urban prototypes tested on the given site.  By simplifying the complex architectural organization into 
different type of components, this unit will focus on the collective behaviour, rather than singular forms.  The global geometry 
will depend on the way how the root micro components aggregate or the primary macro volume is subdivided.  Effectively it is a 
design about operational process rather than the result of form itself. 
 
Stage1 (1 day) – outline brief 
Each team should inform their own brief explicitly based upon the unit brief.  Design objectives need to be set up to the extent 
that relevant digital tools and technique, as well as systematic process in line with algorithms to be applied can be described 
specifically. 
 
Stage2 (2days) – computation processing 
Each team will execute the design process set up in Stage 1 by deploying the parametric design skills from the 3 days workshop.  
In this stage, the usage of digital tools will be more design-oriented with clear design objectives and problems yet to be solved.  
A computational prototype is to be created in response to at least 3 different hypothesises. 
 
Hypothesis 1:  
FAR = min 3; Green Space Ratio = 30% (of land area); Public external space = 30%; Building footprint = 40%; Height limit = 30m.  
Percentage of gross buildable area: Retail = 10%; Civic space (kindergarten, schools, clinic, council, police station, etc) = 15%; 
Residential = 75%. 
 
Hypothesis 2:   
FAR = min 5; Green Space Ratio = 25% (of land area); Public external space = 20%; Building footprint = 55%; Height limit = 50m; 
Percentage of gross buildable area: Shopping = 15%; Office = 25%; Civic space = 10%; Residential = 50%. 
 
Hypothesis 3:  
FAR = min 10; Green Space Ratio = 25% (of land area); Public external space = 20%; building footprint = 55%; Height limit = 
100m.Percentage of gross buildable area: Shopping = 40%; Office = 30%; Civic Space = 10%; Entertainment = 20%; 
 
Stage3 (1 day) – narrative representation 
Each team should keep recording the working process throughout so that the final design outcome is not only the formal result, 
but also the logic process.  In Stage 3, teams will focus on preparing the final presentation by re-organising all the materials 
produced so far and unfold them into presentational design narratives. 


